Abstract. Based on the database of photometric observations of the CRTS project over an interval of more than 9 years, the activity of red dwarfs from the GTSh10 catalog was analyzed. The total number of analyzed objects, a list of stars with detected flares, amplitudes and moments of recorded events are presented. For the most interesting objects, from the point of view of the analysis of are activity, the light curves are plotted on the investigated time interval.
Introduction
The article presents information on the continuation of the study of are activity in red dwarfs from the GTSh10 catalog (Gershberg et al., 2011 ) based on the photometric observations database of the CRTS project (Drake et al. 2009 ). Previously, for 2032 stars from catalog GTSh10 analysis was conducted photometric observation series in band V for the period from MJD 2453464.15625 to MJD 2456591.367188 and by 360593 estimates of the brightness of 868 stars detected 2222 flares. However, further studies have shown the need for a more detailed study of the CRTS project data. Some of the discovered features of CRTS data and their correct accounting are considered in this article.
Catalog GTSh10
In 2010, a catalog of stars with solar-type activity was prepared, which was designated GTSh10. It included dwarf stars with various manifestations of solar type activity: objects with dark spots, with hydrogen and calcium chromospheric emission, with transient flares in different wavelength ranges, with radio and X-ray radiation of star coronas (the catalog is available at: http://craocrimea.ru/~aas/CATALOGUEs/G+2010/eCat/G+2010.html).
The creation of this catalog was preceded by a lot of work done in the late 90's in the CrAO to compilation of the most complete database at that time about flaring stars and related objects.
Based on this database, which included 462 objects, it was compiled and published a paper "Catalog and Bibliography of flare stars of UV Cet -type and their related objects in the solar neighborhood" (Gershberg et al. 1999 ). The catalog was given in the form of an electronic supplement to the journal publication and was later printed in the monograph of R.E. Gershberg "Solar-type activity in the main sequence stars" (Gershberg 2005 ) and in the SIMBAD database (Wenger et al., 2006) received the designation GKL99. Currently, a new version of the Catalog of Stars with the activity of the solar type is being prepared.
The Catalina Surveys projects and data release 2
The Catalina Surveys consist of the Catalina Sky Survey (CSS) and the Catalina Real-time Transient Survey (CRTS) NASA-funded research on observing objects near the Earth. The surveys involve three telescopes: the Mt. Lemmon Survey 1.5-m Cassegrain, Catalina Sky Survey 0.7-m Schmidt and Siding Springs Survey 0.5-m Schmidt.
CSDR2 (Catalina Surveys Data Release 2) is the second presentation of data from CRTS surveys. This data release encompasses the photometry for 500 million objects (40 billion measurements) with V magnitudes between 11.5 and 21.5 from an area of 33.000 square degrees. Catalina photometry covers objects in the range -75° < δ < 70° and |b| > 15° (more info: http://nesssi.cacr.caltech.edu/DataRelease/).
Selection of stars for the development of processing techniques
An analysis of the literature on the stars included in the GTSh10 catalog showed that for some of them there is, at best, one or two articles on the presence of flare activity. Based on this data, the objects were included in the catalogs of variable stars GCVS (Samus et al., 2017) and VSX (Watson et al., 2015) . To confirm flare activity and refine the procedure, performed investigated of the light curves of selected objects through the photometric survey CRTS.
As a result of the analysis of 8 stars, 97 flares events were detected. Below is a method for data processing, a list of objects examined, the number of flares detected, their amplitudes and the time of registration. Table 1 contains a list of the objects investigated. The first and second columns indicate the name of the object in the GTSh10 catalog and the SIMBAD database (Wenger et al. 2000 (Wenger et al. , 2006 . The third and fourth columns contain the coordinates of the object at the epoch of 2000.0. In the fifth and sixth columns -the value of the average stellar magnitude according to CSDR2 in the V and Gaia DR2 (Gaia collaboration 2018) band in the G band. The seventh column contains information on the duration of observations in days (T, day) and the eighth column indicates the number of epochs of observations (Epochs). In the last columncomments. Using the Gaia DR2 database (Riello et al., 2018) , comparison stars were selected for each of the investigated objects by the following criteria: the bright-ness of comparison stars is comparable with the brightness of the object and the color indices of the object and comparison stars are close in value.
Also, for each object and comparison stars from the CSDR2 database, series of photometric observational data were obtained. When analysis used data for comparison stars, that coincide in time with the data for the object. Given that the filling of the CSDR2 database occurs on the basis of observations made on 3 telescopes, as well as during the implementation of this project, the recording equipment was repeatedly replaced, so the photometric material is non-uniform. As a result, there is a displacement of zero point in the calibration of stellar magnitudes. Figure 1 illustrates the light curve of one of the comparison stars in the V1012 Tau region. The graph shows that for the same object, the stellar magnitudes determined on different instruments are shown with an offset, marked with markers of different colors, this is due to the processing of observational material obtained on different instruments. For the correct analysis of the flare activity of the investigated stars, the data were reduced to one zero point. This procedure was performed as follows:
for each instrument, the mean value and the quadratic deviation were calculated; for the purpose of increasing accuracy when data is reduced to one zero point, from the photometric series were excluded data with large own errors and exceeding the level 3; star with instrumental stellar magnitude, which is close to the catalog was selected as the zero point; for the photometric data series obtained on other instruments, the difference between their average value and the mean value of the star selected as the zero point was calculated; the obtained values of the difference were added to the corresponding series of measurements. The above described procedure for reduction the photometric series provided the possibility of a homogeneous analysis of the data obtained on different instruments.
From the consideration, time-correlated events with a gloss variation exceeding the 3 level were eliminated, since they can't be observed simultaneously at several objects. We believe that this is due to the instrumental errors of the observational series. Figure 2 shows the results of observations of the KM Tau star (open circle) and its comparison stars after the treatment described above.
To take into account the emerging trend, one of the comparison stars was selected as the reference, and all the photometric data series were reduced to a change in the brightness of this star. Table 2 presents flares of 8 stars from the GTSh10 Catalog obtained from the CSDR-2 database analysis. In the first column, the flares index number is indicated, the second and third columns display the star name in the GTSh10 Catalog and the SIMBAD database. The fourth and fifth columns indicate 6 the mean value of the stellar magnitude in the V band and at the time of the flare. The sixth column shows the amplitude of the flare, expressed in stellar magnitude. The seventh column indicates the moments of flares, expressed in Julian dates. 
